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ABSTRACT
Although the importance of an experiential component

in differing approaches to psychotherapy haS been acknowl.edged,
confusion over the concepts of "experience" and "emotion" has
reSulted in a focus on emotion rather than experience. The
fundamental change event in psychotherapy is a kind of experiential
learning or reorganization, and while theoretical knowing is abstract
an zl. intellectual, experiential knowledge is stored in sensorimoto::
schemaS and includes visual images, auditory images, kinesthetic
sensationS, and bodily and visceral events. Behavior in everyday life
situationS iS largely a matter of experiential knowledge.
Experiential reorganizations can occur at the experiential/perceptual
level and when they do, one "knows how" to do something. This- kind of
learning takes place in therapy. A conceptual understanding alone is
not likely to guide behavior; conceptual understanding must make a
change at the experiential level. There are various ways to create
experiential learning in psychotherapy. It can be hypothesized that
cognitive, affective, and behavioral methods all work therapeutically
to the extent that they facilitate experiential learning and
experiential reorganization. Experiential knowledge may represent a
tacit level of knowing, With conscious, verbally articulated
cognition being based on and derived from representations already
tacitly encoded at the experiential level. This view supports the
opinion that therapy operateS on "the unconscious." (NB)
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THE EXPERIENTIAL AS A UNIFYING CONSTRUCT IN
PSYCHOTHERAPY

Arthur C. Bohart

Both Goldfried (1979. 1980) and Bohart and Todd (in_press)_have notedthe importance of_an_exPeriential component in differing_aporoaches to
psychotherapy. However. this exteriential component is usually
SUbSUMed under the general category of
affettivo processes in psychotherapy. -.The typical dichotomt which
is fOCUSed Oh both in psychotherapy and in PersOnal fUeittibbing in
eneral. is that of cognition affect, or

The _iMpOrtance of an emotional process in psychotheraty hag been noted
by Freud (BreUer_and Freud; 1937:_Freud; 1910/1963). With the ideã of
an "emotional reliving" or "emotional insight_" &lex-ander (1963) =
"corrective emotional experience"); Primal Therauv.(Janov, 1970)
emotional catharsis and expressior . iand r;lient centered_theraPY___
(Rogers, 1961 Gendlin, 1981) - "getting in touch with feelings;")
Gestalt therapy is another apProach that has heavily stressed the role
Of_emotive experience in therapeutic change, MOSt recently; Greenberg
and Safran (1987) have proposed_an integrative. unifying view of the
rOle Of emotion in psychotherapy;

I contend that the concepts of "experience"_and "eMOtion" bt "affect"
have been cOnfusingly mixed up;_and by so doing_the fcitUS hAS been
mistakenly been on emotion instead of on eeri-e-c- I will_argue
that a focus on emotion cannot Provide a unifying cOnStrUtt fbt all
therapeutic_change, but that the concept of "the experiential" den .

this respect the important distinction is "cognition - eXteriente"
rather than "cOgnition emotion." It is_further contended that it iSmisleading to confuse emotion and experience; and that contettUal
clarity is achieved by nOt equating the two concerts;

It is certainly true that both "eXperience" and "emotion" are thoughtto be bodily events; Furthermore they are closely related (ergo the
theoretical confusion of the two)=However. "experience " is_the
broader construct; _This isnot difficult to demonstrate: Greenberg
anci_Safran (1987) repeatedly talk_about "emotional ekperience;"_which
iMplies that "emotion" is one kind of experience; but that there are
thbte members in the set <experience> than emotions or affects.

I suggest that the_key, fundamental change_event teMOted to_sav
"change experience") in psychotherapy is some_kind of exPerientiel_
learning or experiential reorganization. Thismay involVe cotiStibUS
cognitive activity. Stith as insight (psychoanalysis) or deliberate
contesting and correatianaf dysfunctional cognitions (cognitive
therapy); However change tan_often_occur without conscious cognitiVe
insight or reworking (Wat2laWitk_ 1987); as perhaps best illustrated
in the work of Milton_EriCks-on (Feldman; 1985); and the strategic__
therapists_(Haley, 1976: De Sha2et. _1985: Watzlawick et; al;. 1974);
The key distinction is between two different kinds of knowing or
jesrningi These two ways of knowing; or learning,_have_been_
variously characterized by many different theorists. For the moment
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we will conceptualize them as "intellectual" versus "experiential"
knowing; or, alternatively, "theoretical" versus "practical" knowing.
The distinction I am focusing on naraliels distinctionS made by
cognitive psychologists between "declarative" and "procedural"
knowledge (Gardner, 1983), knowledge versus skill (Bandura. 1986),
"knowing about" or "knowing that" versus "knowing how" (Gardner, 1983;Schmitt, 1969).

Behavior in everyday life situatiOns iS letgelSi a matter of
experiential knowing; In some_sense it cah be Said to be a kind of
"knOWing how" to cope with_situations; Of Cdtit8e bUt'know how" maybe seriously misguided._ To elaborate the concept Of "know how" we
will_discuss a skill: driving a car. While_the initial learning of
driving a car_may be cognitiVely guided; what is_being learned is_a
kind of knowing how at the bddily level (sensorimotor schemes). It
involves the learning of complex sequences of perceptual-motor
activity _This activity, once learned, 7;an be enacted_without much
conscious cognitive guidance. The "knOW how"_is quite complex,_and we
are usually not able to_ articUlr=ite how we know how_to do certain
things. For instance, how do_we knOW when it is safe to change a
lanei_when there is a car beh!.ftd_US in the adjacent lane? Somehow we
to-Ordinate the distance we are, ahead Of the Other car with how fast
bOth of_us are going. Yet if_we were aSked hOW We knew it was safe, .

we wOUld probably say, "it seemed safe," or "I jUat had a sense thatit was safe." As another excunpIe no one knows hoW OUtfielders manage
to run tO the_proper spot and catch a fly ball in baseball (Shirley,
1984) Certainly_some_complex information processing_is involvedi_but
outfielders_lust "know" where_to run; In this respect experiential
knowing is experienced_as a kind of perceptual knowing. It iS _similar to saying how do you know you are in a room watching a talk
right now? "I Just know it or senSe it."

In contrast, theoretical knowing ia abStract and "intellectual." It
iS the kind of knowing that happens in school. Such knowing is
generally too atistract and_nonspecific to concretely guide behavior.
Such abstract knowing qenerally seems unable to change behavior by
itSelf. In fact, it is because one cannot not Simply_intellectually
decide to behave differently and proceed to behave differently that
there is Such a thing as psychotherapy (Bohart and Todd, in press).

In contrast, experiential knowledge is stored in sensorimotor schemas.
It includes visual images, auditory_images, kinesthetic sensations,

and so on, as well as bodily and visceral events. For instance
knowing how to play the guitar Is knowledge that is stored in and
expressed through muscular activity .

It can be argued that cognitive knowledge is often derived from
experiential knowledge (Gendlin, 1984). For instance, someone writing
a book on guitar playing will attempt to describe what they know
experientially in words. Poets do the same thing.

It is actually well known that to knbwá skill is to know it
experientially. One does not learn to do Surgery, psychotherapy, or
automechanics, soley from reading_books or acquiring abstract
intellectual or theoretical knowledge. Nor can one learn how to make
love, hold convversations, mobilize one's energies, Soley from reading
books. This of course is why there are laboratory courses in school,
dance studios, and music classes.
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Furthermore; experiential reorganizations can take place at the _

perceptual/experiential level.: As an example, when one fittt learns
to water ski_one i8 usually_told not to pull back on the rope if it
feels like_one_ is about 'Le fall: that would only insure falling.
Nevertheless the first few tiMeS tiott beginners do Just that, because
it "feels'' like the right thing to de. Thus the cognitive knowledge
ha8 not changed one's_perceptual-motor Sthethes. However after_some
practice there_will be an "experiential reOrganization" and the person
now "knows how" tb stay up: The exhortation not to pull back on therope now makes sense.

Anyone who has struggled_t0 learn SOMe skill has probably_experienced
this same _phenomenon; It i8 very like the perceptual shift that takes
place with the famous Gestalt figure8, Ohe knows intellectually what
One ie supposed to bedoing, but one jUtt_tan't_ do it. Suddenly there
i8 a thift and now one"knows how" to de it. Thit_is_usually
experienced as_a kind of "revelation": "Oh, I 8661" Or, as Gendlin
calls it in reference to psychotherapy, a "felt Shift."

Thus_reorganizations can becur at the experiential level of knowing,
and when_they do, _one _"knowSihOw" to do something. It is suggested
that itis this kind _of learning that takes place in therapy= A
conceptual understanding is not likely to guide behavior, Inifact
the realization that Cenceptual understanding-by itself i8 nOt _

therapeutic (Greenberg & Salt-an, _1987) has been around since FreUdi_
and is the basis for the vaty eXittence of therapy (Bohart & TOdd, in
press).

It is not surprising that conceptual underttanding must make a change
at the experiential level. It is not enough to know theoretically
that a Gestalt figure can be seen as an old Woman if one is still
seeing it as a young woman. It is not enough to conceptually know
that one must not pull back on the rope when falling during water
skiing. One must "know in one's body," one must "see."

The primacy of experiential knowing has been acknowledged for years,
by advocates of various therapy and personal approaches. Advocates of
psychoanalysis, Gestalt, ett, and many other approaches have argued
that one must experIence the approach to fully understand it.

What, then, is this realm of experience and experiential knowing? I
have previously argued that it it the realm of information processing
and organization trlat occurt at the perceptual motor level.It
includes sensory images, motoric and visceral patterns of organization
and activation. As,such, it is a realm of knowledge or learning that
involves a greatdeal more information than is conveyed in cognitive
or abstract words or symbols. The difference between the theoretical
knowledge that "it feels good to be romantically kissed" and the_
axEiftaaa of being romantically kisSed should provide a sufficient
illustration of this. Clearly one of the mo8t important sources of
learning in families is experiential learning. Mothers can say they
love their child, but if the child experiencee rejection and
invalidation (in the form of concrete acts by the mother, the tone of
her voice, facial eXpressions, the absence of certain concrete acts at
the right time, and to on) this will clearly predominate (as long as
the_child is also not timultaneously taught that to believe their
experiential sense over what is said is wrong).



The eXperiantial; then,_is made up Of a COMplex set of bodily events.
NOt ate cognitive events excluded, Since many experiences include both
t Ognitions; words_and ideas; and_sehaorimotor experiences; For_inAtance, Watching a therapist like Virginia Satir_both show a film Ofhet WOrk_and comment_oh it,_provideS_a kind of experiential learningthat includes both verbal and conceptUal, and sensory information.
FurthertOre this experiential level_i8 COnSiderably more broad than_Just_"affoot." fe experience_of sitting eire liStening to this talkis_an example. One may or may not be_having affettiVe experiences
Just now: exci',..ementi_ hoStility, bordom, confusion. _But one'sexperiential sense_of thiS Situation includes more than theseaffective responses;

EVen the word "feeling" as used ih -client centered therapy,_should betaken to more appropriately refer tO exIoeriences_thah to emotions
(_Gehdlin, 1981). First there are_Many feelings or experiences that weoho nOt_generally consider to be_affectS bt eitibtions: feeling cold,_feeling SWeaty; _feeling the touch of your chair against your buttocks,feeling the wind on your_face._ These experiences may also_involveaffect orre can feel unhappy or dysphbriC if_ bhe is cold, or dependingon one's feelings about chairs,_ experience_the_tbUdh of the chair_as
either positive or negative. But_these_affeCtiVe teSponses are partsof the overall experiential complex in a given_SitUation, not theequivalent of_the experiential complex. SeCOnd; fdt many
experiential therapists, there are "feelings" that are_nOt affects oremotions in the usual sense. Greenberg and Safran C1987) give someexamples: "I feellike I'm over the hill," "It's like nobody cares.about what happens_to mei" "I felt only half there,"; Note too thatcontrary to what is often taught,_ that these are more properly_
feelings_than thoughts-One can "feel" one is over the hill, thOughOne intellectually knows_that is nonsense. If one thinks of these_
thihg$ aS_emotionsi_it does not make SenSe. But if one_thinks of themas reporting experiences_it_does One ban feel ineffectual, for
instance; though one knows intellectually_that one is doing all_right:"I feel like I'm a failure; even though intellectually I know I'm
not":

Experiential learning in nontherapy_contexts is frequently not
affective learning, in the sense that emotions are a major focus.
Learning how to:tune up a car, for instance, involves a kind of
experiential acquisition of knowledge that has little to do withemotion, though one may feel pride at the accomplishment._ One canlearn in an experiential sense about the habits of birds by observing
them (one may even attempt to schematize that learning in words). Such
obServing may include moments of pleaSure or displeasure,_but an
extenSive amount of the experiential learning (sensorimotor
proceSSing) is not properly de-cribed as affective.

It is crucial to keep the distinction betWeen experiential and
affective in mind in considering psychotherapy. I hypothesize that
all therapy involves experiential learning or eXperiential
reorganization, but only some therapy uses affective experience to
facilitate this reorganization._ Additionally, only some therapy
involves cognitive work. It can be hypothesized that cognitive,affective, and behavioral methods all work therapeutically to theextent that they facilitate experiential learning and experiential
reorganization. That it is important to keep this distinction in mind



can be illustrated by_toMe quotes from the Greenberg and Safi-an book.
While this i8 an extelleht exposition of_the role of_eMbtion in
psychotherapy, thetti aUthdts, as with most other _writert, COnfUte
"experiential" and "affettive." The following quotes aro
illustI-ative, "When Clients are able to reexperience in a therapeutic
session_the_emotiont that hAV6 been distressingg them, and then betbMe
aware of the automatic thought8 that are_related to those_emotionti
they_are able to gain an immediate_ experiential understanding of the
way ih Which their automatic thoughts_ are_ related to their moods..;_and
the quality of their experience_thereby_changes." (pp. 200-201); Notethat while the experiencing of emotion_is_seen at part of the
therapeUtit prOcess, it is an experiential underOtanding which_is
seen as the therapeutic change_event. And_the therepeUtic event is
an underttandine of the_relation_of cognition tti ettition- It
seems clear here that experiential _understanding i8 SOMething
different_than emotibh per se. Similarly,:they, suggest that the
therapityp responding in a caring and validating way, createS ",..a
formiiof_experiential learningwherein people,experiente thetSelves
as being,cared for and ValUed,._.Actually experiencing this it_therapyi
as opposed to simply being tOld this, is what leads to schematic and_
conceptual reorganization" (p. 203). Again, though this experiential
learning will involve affect (feeling good in regards to being cared
for), the learning is not itself an_affective phenomenon; but a kind
of_sensorimotor information processing (which probably includes
relevant cognitions that co-occur);

As I outlined preViously (Bohart and Todd,_in_pres8) there_ are various
ways to create eXperiential learning in pychotherapy. _Perhaps the .
most obvious aro the behavioral (direct training,meth0d8). BOth
Bandura (1986) and Meithenbaum (1977) have utilized the "vicarOUS
experience of modeling therapeutically. The client watches SOMebhe
perform the_desired behavior. Then the client practices it himself.
Bandura (1986) has argued that learning through_the direct experience
Of doing something, or through _the_vicarious experience of watching
someone do something, is considerably more potent than verbal
persuasion. Agair4 the learning here, especially if skills are being
learned, is misnamed if it i8 called "affective learning. It should
altb_be mentioned here that many therapies_that Utilize insight or
cognition_ also use learning through direct experiential exercises
(homework).

Strategic therabitts utilize a variety of teohniquos CMadanes 1984;
Watzlawick, 1985) that create experiential reorganizatibn Without
apparent_cognitiVe_intight. Watzlawick (1987) has written:_ " .,,if_we
manage_to get sOMebbdy tb undertake an action which in and by ittelf
was always,possible, bUt tine he did not perform because in hit
secon&-order reality there Wat no sense or reason to carry-it out,
then through_the very performatite_of this action he will experience
something that no amount of explaining and interpreting may ever haye
led him to see and to experionoo.,.if you desire to see; learn how to
att." (p.. 97), Again the change i8 an experiential (second order)
reorganization,

If I am right, does this mean we should all become behavioral or
strategic therapists, and abandon verbal and cognitive modalities? Sofar I have been talking as if experiential learning and cognitive
learning are teperate. Yet they can_clearly be interrelated, and tan
feed back into one another. In fact optimal learning tituations seem
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tO include_both. For instancej Bandura (1986)_cites research shoWing
that in'ople learn_more while Observing others if_they try to
cognitively figure out and verbally encode what is_going ori;- Inlearning a skill one may begin ,by, cognitively directing oneself_with
at8tract rules and schemes, and through an interplay of cognitive_
schemes and_ bbdily experience, gradually_acquire the skill. In most
cognitive therapies clients are not_merely given abStract formulations
or arguMent8_abbUt_their dysfunctional_cognitibn8._ IhStead theyengage in 4 fOrM_Of experiential learning, _abetted by tbgnitive
understanding; A8 ah example Beck (1979) has clients kaep daily
records of dysfunctior.:1 thoughts. The client does not Merely acquire
an abstract theoretical understanding of his dysfunctional thought8,
bUt a_concrete experiential one, by noting the precise_circumstances
in_which a_dysfunctional thought occurs_and_recording it. Here
understanding is tied to concrete experiential Complexes.

It is intereSting to note that "cognitive shiftS" in learning
theoretical material have the same quality of a "felt shift" we have
been discuS8ing_before. For instance, Kuhn (1970) Suggests that
scientific revolutions lead to a fundamental perceptual Shift so thatthe universe i8 literaly "seen" (or in_our langauge, experienced)
differently, and USe8 the example of the_Gestalt pictures. I remember
as an_undergraduate When I was a mathematics major, taking courSes in
physics. In order to Solve the physics problems I had to learn to
"see things" as a physicist did (according to my lab instructor); And,
after struggling with numerous problems, there was a fundamental "felt
Shift" so that I learned to A-711see10-:0 problems differently.

Cognitive therapists, while not calling it:a felt shift, recognize thephenoMehon !when they sya that dysfunctional_beliefs must be subjected
to repeated_disconfirmations before they_will_ be given_up. As I had
to repeatedly struggle with physics problems befbre,I saw things asa physitiSt, so depressives must_repeatedly Challenge dysfunctional
beliefs befOre they come to see!! things differently. By the way it
is intereating_ to note that in learning mathematitS tire generally
proceed from the _Concrete/experiential (word problemai concrete
examples) to gradually tOre abstract understandings.

If attempting to encodo_What One is observing facilitates
experieintial learning (BandUrai 1986) then it is not_surprising thatverbal psychotherapies can Work. It has long been_recognized that_
"emotional insights" are more therapeutic_ than intellectual ones; From
the perspective in this paper_I would rephrase this as "experiential
insights," that is; insights_grounded on eXperiential knowing
Attempting to s ymbolize one's experience in therapy is analogous to__
what one_ does when engaging in observational learning. It is for this
reason that therapists believe therapy happens beSt in the presence of
"emotion." EMOtions are particularly powerfUl arid salient
experienCeS, and may serve_to evoke other aspects Of the experience.
For inatahtei in recounting an anger incident, as dna_ begins to
recover the angeri_one will begin_to feel more than the anger, there
will _be_a bodily sense that_is like what one was feeling when the
incident waS bcdurring. One may even_begin tO retdVer Visual imagesof-the incident. The bodily sense is the whole activated
representation of hoW one was totally in that situation (including
tense muscles, autionbMit arousa1, etc.). One_can then "observe" one's
own experiential reaction, ehtode iti_as in observational learning,
and through that cause an eXperientiaLreorganization (though I cannot



at this time say how this_happens); JUSt_at one struggles to_"put
one'S experience into words," and as one dbeS, "gets a clearer
underStanding," so this same_struggle'in therAPY can cause a
reorganitation_at:the experiential_level SOMe re-cent approaches_to
therapy expliCitely try_to re-evoke_the bodily eXperiente (and visualimages)-in order to facilitate reprocessing (Rice and_Saperia, 1984).
Therefore I argue that verbal therapies can work, if the Cbghitive
reprocessing i$ based_on the_availabity_ of experiential cUes
S_Greenberg and Safran's emotional_theroy is quite_similar on this).
FUrthermore there may be some subtle behavior patterns that are beSt

_Challenged via cognitive or insight Methddt,_as_long as they are_basedon experiential referents. This may be partiCUlarly true for thereworking of memories.

The above diScUssion dovetails with those who have _SUggested thattherapy must be ObnCrete_rather than abstract, vivid rather than
pallid (Greenberg and Safran, 1987).___Abstractions, sUch_as "you hated
your mother" will not lead to reprocessing unless concrete
experiential representations of hating one's mother_are available forrelabeling and reprocessing. Many_ thebrists have argued_that
d bncrete, vivid_language is more_theraPeUtic than abstract languageFbt instance, "sometimes_you feel like YOU Can't tell yourself_apart
ftbit YOUr mother" will evoke morerexperiential iniagery than "your
o blect representations of yourself and YOur mother are fused."_
Similarly, wYou feel_angry"_is_lets experiential_than "You feel_like_YOU'd like to kick him_in_the_teeth," In this respect; Polster (1985)_
haS_argUed that therapy is_"fleshing bUt " of abstractions, such as "Ican't_seem to_relate intimately with_wOMen," *ith concrete
experiential details. And Rice_and Saperia (1985) see therapy as
"unpacking" the concrete experiential meaning underlying the highly
compressed stateMents_clients bring to therapy such 48 "I made a foolof myself last night."

Finally this paper sugge8t8 A_ differrLt perspective on emotion in
psychotherapy It leads td_the suggestion that an emotional fOcUs maybe_a particularly powerful_therapeutit_ihtervention (and Greenberg andSafran have presented_a well7elaborated vie* of different ways emotion
dah,play a role in therapy) because_embtiOnS are such powerful,
Central kinds of experiences Furthertorei_ they are _linked to
trOUbtleSome_ experiences in our_lives. In fact emotions are often the
market-a of problematic experiential_reactions. Evoking and dealing
*ith emotions then may be therapeutic be-cause they are so intimately
linked With other aspects of the experiential Complexes, and tend to_
evoke all_dtpeotz. However I would argue that tb fticUS On the emotion;to subordinate the experiential to the emotion, iS tb reverse their
actual significance.

In conclusion I Would like to briefly draw a parallel between the
argument presented in this paper and recent theories that contrast
tacit to explicit understanding (Guidano and Liotti, 1985; Meichenbaum
and Gilmore, 1984). The unconscious has been making a strong comeback
in psychology recently (see Bowers &_Meichenbaum, 1985; Mahoney, 19u5;
Lewicki, 1988; Shevrin & Dickman, 1980). Many authors argue that the
first level of information processing is nonconscious. Processing atthis level is multichanneled and more complex than conscious
information processing_(Posner, 1982). Conscious information_
processing is a secondary, and more rettricted capacity system
(Shevrin and Dickman, 1980). Therefore -there is a tacit level of



knowledge that i8 MOre comPlex_than the_explicit c0h8Ci0118 leVel. This
tacit level_is often equated With procedural_knowledge; Experiential
knowledge_would appear_t0 repreSent this tacit level of knowledge,
with conscious, verbally articulated cognition being based on ahd

_derived from_representations_that have already_been tacitly encoded at
the experiential_level; Furthertore,_ this tacit level of encoding iS
analogical instead of digital (Greenberg & Safran; l987;_Watzlawick,
1978),_ If this is true,_then_therppy litertlly can be sald to be
operating _On_"the unconscious"as Freud, Eritkaon, and many others
from_may diffferent perspective have said.- _FUrtheritiore there are
multiple ways tO db tb: through direct experience, through attempts to
verbally represent what hat been tacitly encoded, and through ahemotional focus;
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